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Local talent sparks campus

'A Night on Broadway' draws even f!lOre students than Jack Anderson
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Kenton jcizz 'progressive'
by Kris Bradner
feature editor
"If I had to name a pet peeve of
I could describe it with one
wod. . .nostalgia," said Stan
Ken ton, a musician whose very
narr e stirs that sentiment to
mar.y. Kenton will be performing
at Central Friday as one of the
high points of the college's
Parent's Weekend.
His basic disappointment with
the "nostalgics" is the unhappy
fact that they deny themselves
the continuous excitement of a
rapidly changing world that can
never stand still, according to a
recent release.
He has devoted _his professional musical life to the pursuit
of progressive excellence, introducing to the musical world,
fresh and exciting jazz orchestra.
He first gained fame with his
"Artistry in Rhythm" orchestra
over 30 years ago, and has
continued to change with the
times and attract new followers.
His theme for the Central
performance is "The Creative
World of Stan Kenton and his
Orchestra," which is said to have
been born "solely to make
available to audiences the music
of jazz ... a music with dimension.
It is an experiment fo provide an
min : ~,

oasis in a vast wasteland of mass
musical conformity for the freethinking, sophisticated individuals to have a common ground
for association with others of
like, selective tastes."
Kenton said "in their attempts
for individual growth, people
"should ·seek out all that's new in
the world of music - too often
they rely on the safe and
familiar, li~tening to the same
thing over and over again. If they
only knew that they are denying
themselves the stimulation of the
continuing creative process."
Born in Wichita, Kansas in
1912, he graduated from high
school in California and began his
career playing piano and arranging for Everett Hoagland, leader
of California's most advanced
orchestra.
From there, he worked on
arrangements for the movies and
radio, and studied classical
music. In 1941, he organized his
orchestra. In the following years
he gained popularity th.rough
exposure on TV, radio, in magazines and around the world.
in 1954, he was the 3rd. member
elected to Downbeat's Jazz Hall
of Fame [Louis Armstrong and
Duke Ellington were the first
and second].
Recently, Kenton has estab-
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lished the Jazz Orchestra in
Residence concept,
which
brought the band to high schools,
colleges and universities for
periods of one day to one week,
in which the band in cooperation
with the music and humanities
departments, actually becoming
members of the teaching staff of
the school.
Kenton has commented that
this education is extremely
important "I have long since
thought of music as simply one of
the arts - it is much more than
that. Music even surpasses the
importance of philosophy because it ties all humanity together."
The public concert will be held
Friday, at 8 p.m. in Nicholson
Pavilion. Tickets are $2.50 and
are on sale at the sue information booth. Tickets may be
purchased at the door for $3.
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String quarte·t concert

The
Philadelphia
String
Quartet
will
perform
again on Wednesday evening in Hertz Recital Hall.
Last night's performance featured music by composers Bartok
and Schubert. The concert opened with Bartok's "Quartet No. 6."
Schubert's "Q_u artet in D' Minor was also included.
Tomorrow's concert, to begin at 8:15 p.m., will feature ·musical
works by composers Mozart, Brahms and Beethoven. Joining the
internationally-known string quartet will be pianist Marilyn
Beebe. She will be foatured in a Brahms' piano quartet.
Mozart's "Quartet in G Major" and Beethoven's "Alegro" will be
highlighted.
-

Financial aids counseling
The Office of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid will have a
representative available each Tuesday and Thursday afternoon in
Room 405, Barge Hall, from 4 to 4:30 today through May 22.
The representative will be available to answer questions
concerning student financial aid for the 1973-74 school year.
All students who have questions and would like further
information concerning local, state and federal stuaent aid
programs ar~ welcome to attend.

club ·1 Buy a vvardrobe of suits
discussion

I lnf'I

The International Club of Central
is coordinating a meeting tomorrow of all international travelers
and enthusiasts for a discussion
exchange. For taste testers there
will be - a gourmet treat of
Margog and Kabsah, two native
Saudi Arabian Dishes specially
prepared by Central students
from Saudi Arabia. The session
will be held in SUB 207 from 7:30
· to 9:30, everyone is welcome.
Clair Lillard, director of international studies, will be present
to talk with students on feelings
and interests in the international
programs. He expressed the
importance and enthusiasm of
having more students communicate with each other about their
experiences and expectations of
foreign travel.
Since the establishment of the
Mexico program in 1970, there
has been a 350 per cent increase
in student participation in Mexico alone. An increase to 500 per
cent is expected next year if the
budget expands with student
enthusiasm.
Through the international
program, students may also
travel to other countries including France, Ecuador (summer),
and tentatively next spring,
Germany and Taiwan.

MEMBERSHIP
IDENT IFICATION

,••••••

The annual Ellensburg Rotary Club "suit sale" will be Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
"We should have about 600 suits for buyers and a good supply of
slacks and sportscoats," said Al Stevens, co-chairman.
The sale of the used merchandise helps provide funds for the
Rotary Club's youth services committee. Some of the money is
used each year to assist Central's short-term loan program.
Last year Rotarians donated over $2,500 to the program.
All items are cleaned and ready for wear. Sizes will be marked
and Rotarians will be on hand to assist buyers.
The sale will be held in the. old Coast-to-Coast store at 4th and
Pine. They will be open on Thursday. and Friday from noon to- 8
p.m. and on Saturday from 9 a:m. to 5 p.m.

Central' students shovv art
Student artis being displayed aside for him. The piece will
today and tomorrow in the Fine • continue to be shown.
Arts Building across from the art
Whether a piece is for sale and
office. It has been running since how much it will be sold for is up
Tuesday, April 24th and is a to the student. The profit of each
show that is consistent every sales goes to the student. One
year. The hours are 9 a.m. to 4 student may have more than one
p.m.
piece using different medias.
Art students, not necessarily
Most of the pieces are current
art majors, have used such media . work by the student. The stuas photography, sculpture, dents don't have to be students
jewelry, drawing, painting, and enrolled in art classed this
ceramics.
quarter; it could be work done
The number of pieces included during this academic year. More
in the show isn't small, maybe accurately, this art show could
hundreds, . according to James simply know as "art made by
Sahlstrand, ·co-ordinator.
students of Central," commented .
Most of the pieces are for sale, Sahlstrand.
prices start from $10-$30; some
"I encourage everyone to see
run up to $100. A prospective it, not only people on campus but
buyer can go into the art office also the t9wnspeople of Ellensand request to have the piece put burg," added Sahlstrand.
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'Side-splitting' play
opens at .McConnell
A contemporary British play,
"How the Other Half Loves,"
described by Director · Betty
Evans as a "side-splitter" will
open at Central this week.
The play centers around two
days in the lives of three married
couples and involves numerous
matrimonial mix-ups and misunderstandings.
The outstanding feature of the
play lies in its unusual stage
setting, which allows _actors to
portray scenes simultaneously
from two evenings on the same
stage.
Dr. Evans said that this
concept adds new dimensions.
and results in much "charm and
piquancy." As an example, she
said the couples are always
ringing-up each other, and· the
audience is able to enjoy both
ends of the telephone conversation.
In the second scene, the
Fosters (Roger Worden and
Joyce Blanton), and the Phillips
(Ron Milton and Carol Pearsall),
have invited the Featherstones
(Bo_b Satnik and Madeline Cort-

right) to dinner, each on separate
and consecutive nights. The
audience, however, is able to
view both nights at the same
time.
Dr. E:vans said that the
blocking and timing of the play
were the most difficult part of
the five' week rehearsal.
The mixed-matched setting
was designed by Dr. Peter
Vagenas with lighting by Lila
Stephens.
The Alan Ayckbourn play,
which Dr. Evans saw in London
two years ago, has just been
made available to college drama
groups.
"How the Other Half Loves,"
said Dr. Evans, "is very, very,
funny, with lots of physical action
and dialogue."
She urged attendance by commenting "the world is so full of
misery, we all need some laugh~"
The play will be staged May
3, 4, 5, 10, 11and12 at 8:30 p.m.
in McConnell Auditorium. Admission is $1.50 for adults, $1 for
youths and 50 cents for Central
students with ASC cards.

"YURGHCKr;;'~ces Bob Satnik, as he takes
a punch from a devastating Carol Pearsall, who
has already Doored Ron Milton. Fun and madcap

FOR MOVING OR FURNITURE STORAGE

Camping fees
raised today

BJ:IGNS
Ellensburg Tran sfer .Co.

ATTIC-BASEMENT -CLOSET
·SALE '

Call...

Beginning today camping fees
for Washington State parks will
increase to $2.50 for tent sites
and $3.50 for trailer hookups.
The old prices were $1.75 for a
tent site and $2.25 . for trailer
hookups.
Happy Mayday campers!

~·

~

925-2800
407 W. 4th Ave.

Trailer Rental

action from·, "How The Other Hall Loves" starts
Thursday, 8:30 p.m.
I
[Photo by Clrang P. Jay]

Thur~day,_May

3

;10 A:.M.-4 P.M. and .7 P.M.-9 P.M.

Friday, MaY. 4--io A.M:.-4 P.M.

'

Rummage, Gifts, and Food

SILVER CIRCLE CENTER
201 N. Ruby

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS of CENTRAL
The
Creative
World
of Stan Kenton

s an
an onandhiS
ore as ra
Ill

Today's Mo~t Exciting Sound in Music
8:00 p.m. Friday, May 4, 1973

NICHOLSON PAVILION
$2.50 Tkkets Available At SUB Information Booth $3.00 At The Door

Present
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Central talent
Bravo to all the ambitious talent brought in from throughout the
country' for this recent Caring symposium. Let us not forget,
however, the fine talent we have right here on our campus.
This local talent really b~came apparent this past week.
Thursday John Moawad's stage band blasted the SUB Pit with
some really oµtrageous sounds. The band played for two hours to
an overflowing audience. .
The audience was also won-over by the debut of vocalist Joette
Montgomery, the latest addition to Moawad's jazz group.
To put it mildly, Ms. Montgomery is one hell of a singer.
Then Thursday evening hundreds of students flocked to Hertz
Audiforium for a "Night on Broadway." This star-studded recital
was produced by Dirk Lumbard, a sophomore music major, and
featured students from music, drama and many other areas.
An art show is currently on <lisplay in the fine arts building
featuring local artists. ·
All these things have been happening just in the past few days.
And they bring to a climax this notion of local talent and local
entertainment.
We ~re a cultural Garden of Eden. Central has the opportunity,
the skills and the obligation of providing cultural awareness for all
of the· valley.
Much of our talent goes untapped, however, because of many
reasons. The most evident of these reasons seem to be that there is
no real direction for this talent. Jazz bands, recitals, art shows, plays, etc., all take a great deal
of organization and direction. Talent which is left undirected then
very often goes undeveloped.
· At a time when "big name" entertainment is expensive and
bothersome maybe we should turn our imaginations inward and
seek out the good things here.
Rather than the time spent directing such activities which were
responsible for bringing Nathanson and Schoeholz to the Pit,
maybe we should start directing local talent for entertainment.
We seem too hung-up with the notion of bringing- in outside
talent instead of bringing out inside talent._Too many people seem
to believe the myth that if you know them then they are not good.
Wakeup everybody, loo_k around. There is· a lot of really neat
potential right here.
Let's see what we can do about it.

A la_boratory newspaper of Central Washington State College
pub_hshed Tu~sda_ys and Fridays during the academic year except
durmg exammat1on weeks and holidays. Views expressed are
those o.f _students, staff and editors, not necessarily of CWSC.
Advertismg materi~l presented herein does not necessar_ily imply
endorsement by this newspaper. Mail subscription price, $1 per
quart.~r or $3 pe~ year, payable to th·e Campus Crier, CWSC,
.Elle_nsburg, Washmgton 98926. Entered as second class matter at
the U.S. Post Office, ·Ellensburg, Washington 98926.

Opinion
AMTRAK
to.die
Slow death?
When AMTRACK took over the responsibility
of much of the nation's passenger service two
years ago, it rever..sed a 20-year decline in rail
travel.
People--especially many young people who
have · recently experienced the pleasure and
efficiency of European trains--are learning that

rails are an attractive alternative to other forms
of transportation which cause more pollution. ,
AMTRAK has increased ridership using
paltry federal funding and old equipment on rail
roads which didn't even want passenger trains
on their tracks .
.·Now there are indi~ations in Washington D.C.
that President.Nixon may take the advice of the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) .who
want to cut off funding for AMTRAK.
Last year AMTRAK got only $170 million.
Nixon said he wants to cut this to $100 million by
1974.
Congressmen need encouragement to vote for
greater appropriations for the National Railroad
Passenger ·corporation. 20-year-old equipment
and dingy, cavern-like stations will only cause
AMTRAK to die a slow death.

Editor's focus·

'SOme of our best friends ... '
by M~rian Cottrell
copy editor
It's not that we're prejudiced, some of our
best friends are smokers. But it's about time
someone cleared the air.
At the risk of losing some of those esteemed
friends we will objectively and logically explore
the problem of smoking at Central.
The Surgeon General has recently established
that just being in a smoke-filled room can be
hazardous to your health. In light of this recent
development it is clear Central has a health
problem of epidemic proportions. Thousands of
innocent bystanders are being victimized by
vigilante committees of chain smokers.
It's about time the SUB administration put
their feet down on these smokey butts that are
ruining our health. Drastic action must be taken
soon. Innovative tactics must be employed.
We are planning a direct attack at both the
institutional and the individual level. Individuals
can affect change.
'
For instance, when your smoking friend
(hereafter referred to as Incinerator Head), asks
you if you mind if he smokes, tell him it's alright.
However, when he lights up, take out a portable
gas mask and put it over your face.
If you prefer a more direct method, tell him
you don't mind as long as he stays down wind.
As the cancer stick begins to permeate the air
take out a portable fan, point it directly at his
face and turn it up to "hurricane."
Institutional action also needs to be taken to
insure the extinction of the- Incinerator Head.
.
.

The SUB. could initiate a Fire Fighter Patrol
(FFP) to enforce new smoking regulations.
Nothing short of an all-out prohibition will do.
The job of the FFP would · be to spot the
smoker and run over to him yelling, "Fire, fire!".
He would put out the cigarette with a mini-fire
extinguisher.
We figure that not even the most dedicated
smoker could survive the constant harassment
of a couragous FFP member clad in his Smokey
the Bear helmet.
This campaign for clean air, better motherhood and the ability to smell apple pie must
make use of psychological warfare. By enlisting
the help of some behavior modification people
from either the special education or psychology
departments, we could .change the attitudes of
smokers.
'rhey could arm the cigarette machine with a 12 volt battery so that each time the thing was ·
used the user got a little negative reinforcement. Perhaps they could also go around in the
cafeteria and pop an M&M into the mouths of
those not smoking.
If all else fails, the least the SUB could do
would be to install machinery to clear the
cafeteria air. That terrible Ellensburg wind
could be channeled through a Chevy X-111
Tri-powered Air Scoop located on the roof of the
SUB to flush out the cafeteria three tinies a day.
The challenge facing this school and this
nation is not to bring the politicians out of the
smoke-filled rooms, but to get the smoke out of
those smoke-filled rooms.

...

·-···.-.·.·.•.·-····

Hover proposals knocked
To the editor:
I am writing in response to an
article in the April 24 edition of
the Crier in which Gerry Hover
presented his proposed organizational cuts.
The very first statement made
by Hover indicates his naivete
and his reluctance to look at the
commissions realistically. He
thinks the college should take
care of such things as off-campus
housing, civil rights and travel.
Did it ever occur to you, Mr.
Hover, that the ASC commis. sions exist today because the
college either failed to offer these
services to the students or the
services offered were ina<!equate?
The . Student Travel Information S.ervice for example offers
valuable information particularly
to students and faculty that is
unavailable at a regular travel
agency. Such things as charters,
hostels, hitchhiking tips and
modes of travel in other countries are not usually offered by
travel agencies who normally
cater to the older or wealthier
clients. The students on low
incomes who desire to travel can
receive this information from
STIC and it is only reasonable
that the Ase offer this service to
a campus of students.
The Student Rights Commission answers the needs of
students on this campus the way
a resident Attorney General

'On Caring' termed
diversion of illness

never could. The commission is advice and assistance to tenants
open all day just to respond to concerning their rights and
the legal needs of the students. I responsibilities. Therefore, this To the editor,
would the Kittitas County Prison
This is a short note to express continue to exist as it does now?
doubt very much if the State ASC commission fills another
my objections and fe.elings of Would Safeway continue in busiAttorney General or Steve · gap.
The SERVE Commission, by outrage at what you call "a ness despite the U .F. W. boycott?
Milam would be prepared to aid
all the students on Central its record of placements, justifies community day of caring:"' In Would tuition continue to inwithout some additional help. its existence while_ meeting the much the same way that Nixon crease for everyone while a
Not only would it be time- needs of the students to an has used the return of the United handful: of athletes absorb the
consuming but they cannot offer extent that the college service States .P.O.W.s as a · disgusting bulk of the J.S.F. budget? If
political maneuver to diver~ our anyone really cared would there
the personal service that is has been unable to reach.
The ASC commissions offer attention. from the real sick- be any need for a symposium on
offered by SRC people. The
reference made to the legal aids these services to the students nesses in our society (he is still caring?
We are not going to become
service downtown indicates that because there is a need on this bombing the hell out of CamMr. Hover is unfamiliar with it. campus for personal attention bodia), this · symposium is a caring people by attending conThe office is understaffed and ill- and information. The college has diversion from the sickness in descending . guilt ridden symequipped to handle the particular never effectively reached out to our community and our society. posiums on the subject. You can
problems of students on this the students to inquire about This may not be the intention of watch a thousand films like "The
campus. The office hours are their needs and how they can the project's founders, but it is a Yearling," and attend a hundred
irregular and I believe that best be met. Until the college is function of the project. If you lectures on Transactional Analstudents deserve legal assistance willing to take this responsi- can't give them bread give them ysis, but only through actions
taken by groups of people in our
any time that they need it, not bility, the ASC will continue to circuses.
And, just like Sunday morning society working together . to
just when the Ellensburg service fill a gap by offering the ASC
commissions, not duplicating absolution, sending a letter to a eliminate their own oppression
is open.
Students need and want a legal efforts as Hover seems to think. brother in prison may ·salve your will we eliminate the suffering
service and information center Those who are sensitive to social conscience, but it will do that gives us something to care
that is convenient and equivalent student needs know this already. nothing to cure the sources of about.
Kelly Reid
Linda L. Schodt your guilt. If people really cared
to their personal needs. The SRC
isequaltothetaskandtheyhave ·----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
been doing a superb job inspite of
attempts to curtail their activities.
The Tenants Union offers two
services that the college has not
offered to the students because
they cannot wholeheartedly offer
off-campus housing information
while they are struggling to fill
116 E. 4th Ph. 925-9134
their own dorms. The Tenants
Union has complete listings but it
is also responsible for providing

Did the weekend Canyon

Summer School

rid~

Reserve Your Apt. Now!

Special Low Summer Rates

get the best of 1ou? ·

TRADE IN
Your Old Bike For A New

10 SPEED

and Up
1 & 2 Bdrm. Furn 11 Afr Cond. Apts.
....

Walnut No. Apts.
925-2725

STUDENTS I TEACHERS
TO EUROPESUMMER OF '73
2 week
3 week

..4 week

~

·* .Peugeots * Tige_rs
·* Raleighs
* Nishikis
*Ross
* Azukis
* Cham ion Du Mondes * Motobecanes * Astras
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL--CUMPION DU MONDE .
$g91s
Reg. $129 95

2 months Round Trip Air from Seattle to
This fine French bike is a copy of a Peugeot.
SALE
Belguim·· _
w ith unlimited use of car-.from
Michelin tires, Mafac brakes, Campagnolo (or Simplex) derailer
1335.00.
Air only--$279.00
alloy gooseneck, ·serated rims •.27 pouods. HURRY!, ONLY 9 AT
Information: Phone collect: Mrs. Swanson.
THIS LOW PRICE! .
.or Mrs. Miller
(206) 623-0950 -,

STRASSER TRAVEL
SERVICE
519 Union St., :Seattle, Wash. 98101 ·
Phone (206) 623-0950

_
112
/~

.PRICE .* Water Bottles ** Pumps
Speedometers
* Baby Seats
(Milea e Gau

TOP PRICES FOR TRADE INS
We desparately need used 3, 5, and 10 speed bikes,
either on trade or will purchase
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Fisc~et:

Final position in the fifth game of Boris Spassky-Bobby
Fischer World Championship chess tournament. Spassky,
playing white, resigned on the 28th move to even the match
score at 2%-2112.

•

by Mark LaF?untaine
staffwnter
It looks like the Russians could
be partly responsible for causing
a movement in the United
States. Some say that the
movement can be attributed to
last summer's matching of wits
between representatives of each
country. Relax reactionaries,
subversive forces are not ~t
work, The new movement m
America is towards the game of
chess. Retail stores have reported up to 500 per cent
increases in sales of chess sets
and_books on the subject.
The most obvious reason for
the sudden increase of American
interest in the game is probably
the World Championship Match
held last summer in Iceland. It
was .then that a player who may
considered to be the best ever,
a Russian ranked at the grand
master level, Boris Spassky met
his "demise" at the fantastic
hands of the eccentric American
great, Bobby Fischer. What once
appeared to be just another fad

Open 9-9

.

.

. in the wake of perhaps the
greatest championship of all
time, now looks like a steady
trend.
There was a certain amount of
East-vs. West intrigue involved
in the match. The Russians had
held the World Title for all the
years since World War II, until
Fischer broke their streak. The
greatest number of top-rated
gr;md master · players in the
world is still located in the
USSR. Rightly so, because chess
is the national sport of Russia
and government encouragement
and support keeps it going at the
grand master level. There are
many chess organizations there
and a person who becomes very,
very good at the game can move
up in status in Russian society,
and he is often given better
apartments and sometimes a car.
In the Soviet Union chess
greats are supported by the
government, while in the U.S.
contenders are forced to give
exhibitions in order to make a
living. Another reason why the

championship was so interesting
is that the team strategy type of
play employed by the Russians
was matched against independent challenger, Bobby Fischer's
individual type of play. This high
level of competition, and the fact
that Fischer destroyed Spassky
in the matches helps explain the
new popularity of the game in
America.
According to Dr. Jeff Treder,
English prof., chess buff, and
instructor of last quarter's night
chess class," The origins of chess
are shrouded in mystery, but the
game is known to be at least 2000
years old." It was probably
developed in the Orient, perhaps
India, but it is the game that
came into Europe during medieval times that is the one we know
today as chess. "Modern chess,"
says Dr. Treder," is based on
ancient medieval warfare and is
basically a war game." "People
can easily learn to play for
enjoyment but it is difficult to
master," Treder continued.
Actually the game which in the

past has been corrfidereu'· to be
for intellectuals only, isn't as
hard to learn as many might
think. As games go it is relatively easy to learn the rules and
basic moves; it is the knowledge
of the various strategies of chess
which presents the greatest
challenge to beginning players
and provides the necessary substance for the master and grand
master levels of play.
According to Dr. Treder, even
people at the elementary level of
competency with little or no
strategy can enjoy playing the
game. Each side starts out
e·x actly even with the opponent
and there is essentially no luck
involved since everything that is
happening can be openly seen by
each player. Yet the same game
at the grand master level can
provide an exhat "' · -experience for the players, ~..e strain of
which some say is equal to
playing one hour of football.
Now the question might be
asked, "How should the interested beginner approach learn-

ing to play and enjoy the game?"
As a start, most commercial
chess sets come supplied with
instructions which allow two
beginners to play and enjoy the
experience.
Besides talking
to an experienced player, an
alternative source of knowledge
might be one of the many "how to
do it" type books available on the
subject. Dr. Treder says one of
the best ways to learn is to find
someone of equal ability to
yourself and play, accompanying
the play experience with book
study.
On the whole, books are the
best way to gain a mastery of
strategies. The basic rules of
strategy are simple, but there
are an infinite number of strategies possible once you have
learned the basics. The two
elementary principles of strategy are 1. development and 2.
controlling the center of the
board. The important thing
about development of your
pieces is to be conscious of them
al1, being careful to avoid leaving

Organization for the river
some of them uselessly stranded clean-up slated for May 12, is
in the back row. In controlling progressing very well with all
the center of the board it is designated areas for cleaning set
important to try to keep your up.
.
possible avenues of movement as
Donald Wise1associate dean of
open and free as you can. Usually student union and activities,
the first ten moves of the game discussed the river clean-up at
are involved in development, the April 24 RHC meeting. He
that is, assembling your forces said that this years river clean up
and setting them up ,for later would involve a lot more than
action in t~e middle game The just the college.
freedom of movement is an
With the additional funding by
advantage · in both the opening .the State Department of Ecoloand middle parts of the game.
gy, the clean up is receiving
Besides the growing number of state-wide attention.
individual enthusiasts across the
"Two Seattle daily newspapers
natiOn, and here at Central, there and two television stations are
is also a growing number of chess covering the days activities and
clubs. Central's chess club meets Gov. Dan Evans may also
on Wednesdays in SUB 206. The attend," Dr. Wise said.
members get together mainly to
In addition to college volunplay and sometimes compete in teers, Ellensburg High has
matches with chess clubs from pledged 150 students and the
Yakima and Wenatchee.
number may rise above 200, Dr.
The chess course offered last Wise stated·.
winter will probably be offered
Rides to the designated cleanagain next fall by the Continuing up areas will be leaving in front
Adult Education Program which of Hertz Recital Hall from 9-10
enables students to receive a.m. Donuts and coffee will be
college credit in recreation.
served to students, he added.

BANKAMERICARO

The Entire Mont of May

21

This Was How

We Looked in

We've Come a·

MaJ, 1952

Long Way Baby

_~,~,·~--,~=.,d--=»~-""

what you might win....just bJ
coming i~ during our MaJ Celebration!

2nd Prize $50

·

3rd Prize $25

YOUR SPECIAL T Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Indicate Preference
May 19th

1:00 D
1:15 D
1:30 D
1:45 o

SEND TO: COUNTRY SHOPPIN' CENTER
2111S.1st SI.
May 201Jt

1:'00 D
1:15 D
1:30 D
1:45 o

Science study grants
Summer in-depth studies can
be funded by National Science

,

$250 cash, a real live pony, $200 in other prizes!
All .this plus the contests outlined below!

1st Prize $50 '

2nd Prize $25 •

3rd Prize $10

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AGE----

NAME-----------------~

AGE _ _ __
ADDREss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE---·.--•

"Put your foot down" is the advice of one Ellensburg police
officer.
Officer John Harris claims to have written 25 citations in three
days last week to bicyclists who failed to make complete stops at
stop signs.
.
He added that other officers similarly are stressing bicycle
complience with the motor vehicle codes.
Harris conceded that it was possible for a cyclist to make a
complete stop without putting his foot on the ground but reminded
that the fine for allowing your tires to roll through stands at $20.

KIT, KIWI and KUTI
For More lnfonnalion

Years of
Friendly Service

ADDREss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE._ _ _ __

Describe Entry - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

No Machine Knitting Allowed
SEND TO: COUNTRY SHOPPING CENTER 2111 lst St., Yakima. Wn.

$75 1st Prize

2nd Prize $50

3rd Prize $25 I

GROUP NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ LEADER'S N A M E - - - - - - ADDRESS
Indicate Preference
May 12

May 13th

1st Prize $75

. Fiddlers Entry Blank
1

2nd Prize $50 · · •

NAME

3rd Prize $25
AGE _ _ __

ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Indicate Preference
May 12th
•·

PHONE----May 13th

Boogie Night entertainment. To
date, Dacy said, the RHC has
only received $15 in commitments.
"There seems to be an interest
in the Boogie but we must start
getting more commitments from
the dorms for as planned now we
plan to have the Boogie May 24,"
Dacey said.

'Put your foot down'

Listen To

Talent Entry
Blank ....,,______................
KNITTING
ENTRY
BLANK .....____...,________
Barber
.....................__________
....,______________
____________
.....,______________
..._._Shop_ Quartet Entry Blank
1st Prize $75

After the clean-up there will
be a beef barbecue sponsored by
the Field and Stream Club at
Rotary Park. Dr. Wise urged all
interested students to sign up on
sheets in the various dorms.
In other RHC business, Ed
Da<;y, RHC treasurer, reported
that they would need an estimated $400 dollars to get ,the

2111 S. 1st Street
Yakima, Wash. 98903
CH 80332

WATCH THURSDAY'S
AND S-UNDAY'S ADDITION OF
HERALD'S REPUBLIC FOR
MORE INFORMATION

LOOK

Yakima river clean-up slated

Spassky spark ·interest in chess

...

7 Days
A Week
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2:30 D
2:30 D
PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _
10:00 D
11:30 D 10:00 D
11:30 D
2:45 0
2:45 D
SEND TO COUNTRY
10:15 D
11:45 D 10:15 D
11:45 D
SEND TO: COUNTRY
3:00 0
3:00 D
10:30 D
1:00 D 10:30 D
1:00 D
SHOPPIN' CENTER
SHOPPIN' CENTER
10:45 0 ·
1:15 D 10:45 0
1:15 0
3:15 0
3:15 0
2111 S. 1st St.
3:30 D !!!!!!"'______. _____________
3:30 D
2111S.1st St.
11:00
D
1:30 D . . .11:00
D
1:30 D ...,____________
....______________
._
____________
____________
.,..
3:45 0
3:45 0
11:15 0
1:45 D 11:15 D
1:45 D

'

Foundation
grants for Student-Originated Studies (SOS).
These grants are awarded in a
competitive manner to groups of
science students in four year
colleges and universities. Both
undergraduate and graduate
students may apply.
Guidelines are kept as brief as
possible to permit maximum
diversity and flexibility in the
projects proposed. Fields of
study range from the hard
sciences, such as biology, chemistry, and genetics, to such areas
as experimental psychology,
food, nutrition, and linguistics.
Projects must meet standards
of intellectual rigor and be
organized around a single problem or groups of logically related
societal problems which are
science or technology-based. In
addition, they must be inter·
disciplinary and be originated
and student-directed.
A group of students wishing
to ally themselves for a summer's
work of 10-12 weeks must submit
a proposal describing the project.
A Student Project Director must
be named along with a (faculty)
Project Advisor. Physical facilities and fiscal services must be
provided by the institution that
agrees to accept the grant on
behalf of the student group and
serve as its host. Participants
may be drawn exclusively from
the student body of the host
institution, but inclusion of
students from other institutions
is strongly encouraged.
The date for receipt of pro:
posals from institutions is in late
November. Grant awards will be
made in early March for next
summer's projects.
For further information,
contact Dr. Jerry L. Jones at the
Office of The Graduate School
and Research, Barge 307.

THE ONENESS OF MANKIND is like a
pivot around which all the teachings Of
Baha'u'llah revolve. This means that
men and women of all races are equal
in the sight of God and equal in the
Baha'i community. People Of different
races must have equal educational and
economic opportunity, equal access to
decent living conditions-and equal
responsibilities. In the Baha'i' view,

there is no superior race or superior na-

tion.

925-5494

P.O. Box 513
Ellensburg
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Mel Jordon (left), Milton Moyeroff and Myles Anderson rap about apathy and coring

Caring explored in symposium_
by Sandi Dolbee
editor-in-chief
Caring.
To Milton Mayeroff, author of "On Caring,"
caring is helping the other person to grow, it is
a nurturing which involves a commitment. It is
respecting the integrity of the other, whether it
be a person or a thing.
To Dave Oise~, director of the .counseling
center at Gonzaga University, caring involves
communication. "It means I care what you are
saying, therefore I'm going to listen and make
sure I get it right."
To Rep. Earl Tilly, (R-Wenatchee), it's helping
people solve a problem either in business or in
the legislature.
To Myles Anderson, vice-president for
student life at Gonzaga University, caring is
self-actualization. It implies you are sensitive
and you cannot care about others until you care
about yourself.
To Mel Jordan, family counselor from Oregon,
caring is taking a risk, the risk of being honest
and trusting people. Caring is. a ..struggling
·
thing.
Caring is different things to different people,
but to all these symposium speakers caring is
very, very important.
For two days the SUB literally buzzed with
the different activities on caring.
Thursday morning marked the beginning of
the two-day affair with movies in the SUB
burger bar. The movies continued through late
that evening and the next day and each movie
was shown about four or five times during the
two days and attendence got heavier with each
showing.
Among the movies were such masterpieces as
"Captains Courageous," with Spencer Tracy,
Freddie Barthalomew and Mickey Rooney; and
"The Yearling," with Gregory Peck and Jane
Wyman.
All the films were geared around the aspect of
caring and communing with nature.
Probably the most well attended film was the
'fV special, '.'~oc~Y, ~ovnt,aiq J::lig ~o~p. ~~~ep,.': r.u

with John Denver.
The ·speakers began rolling in Thursday
evening with William Stringfellow, social critic,
attorney and theologian, speaking in the SUB
theatre on "Alienation."
Stringfellow geared his talk around institutions ("Principalities") which he said were
dominating man. His talk was cr-itisized as
doomsday philosophy by many in the audience.
Friday began the marathon of speakers and
discussions with the dozen or so symposium
guests. From 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. they were shuttled
from the high school to the college, to the Center
for Campus Ministry, to the Silver Circle to the
Presbyterian Church, then back to the college.
·Campus events began at 9 a.m. with Milton
Mayerhoff delivering a lecture on caring.
"I'm interested in a sense of caring where it is
helping the other person to grow ... a nurturing.
.. .it involves a commitment and a development.
It's just not a feeling," he told an audience of
about 100.
When you care, he said, you relate to the
other as an extension of yourself and experience
the other as independent at the same time. It is
in this paradox of dependence vs. independence
that you begin t<;> grow with that person, he
added.
· "You become appreciative of its needs and its
integrity... for instance my art work is mine,
but at the same time there is the appreciation of
the integrity of its needs I must respect."
Dave Olsen, Gonzaga University counselor,
delivered two presentations on· campus and
seemed to be the most popular among the
audiences.
Dr.. Olsen spoke on "How to Care" and
"Caring through Communication."
Where many of the speakers stood on the
platform and lecture, Dr. Olsen directed his
sessions in a workshop manner.
Each session he involved the audience by
qaving them take tests and scoring themselves
as to their behavior and feelings.
TG.rogh· these tests he showed for instance
.. )lp~ t\f9-~r ~Qlllp>,upj.~t\o}\i,s,tj:i~ best way of

getting your point across and the most
meaningful type of communication.
On communication and caring, Dr. Olsen
stated there are three factors which must be
recognized in communication: the intention
(which is public and open to all who observe it)
and the effect (which is known only to person B).
"!nterpersonal gaps occur when the effect
doesn't coincide with the intention," he
explained.
It is also presumptuous to know what effect
you're going to have before you communicate,
he added.
He also mentioned four communication skills
which will enhance real caring in what the other
person is saying.
The first skill is paraphrasing or repeating in
your own words what the person has just said.
Secondly is behavior descriptions which is
letting people know what you have observed
from their behavior. The third skill is describing
the feelings you get from that person when they
are talking. The fourth skill is the perception
check, checking out your observations with that
person.
Rep. Tilly held a small discussion in SUB 204
at 3 p.m. Tilly said he saw his role as a legislator
as being one of liaison between the state
government and the people.
One thing Tilly criltsized was the lack of trust
the media seemed to have with the legislators.
They sometimes blow things out of proportion
just to sell more papers, he charged.
''Some of the most important workwedo in
Olympis is not the bills we pass, but the bills we
don't pass," he also said.
Friday evening all the speakers paired off for
discussions with students and community
• people. Some of the discussion topics included
"Alienation," "Cultural Caring," and "Caring."
All in all, it was ·two solid busy days of one
activity after another.
As one Ellensburg resident put it, "There's
been so many things happening at so many
places I've had a hard time deciding which ones
,tp s~e:: . . ,
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by Cindy Washburn
catalog editor

FALL STUDENT TEACHING
If you are requesting a student
teaching placement during fall
quarter 1973, please come to
Black 206 to update your application as soon as your sprfog
quarter classes are confirmed.
ORCHESIS DANCE
Central's Orchesis dancers will
perform in concert "Moods in
Motion" on May 8-10 at 8:30 p.m.
in Three Penny Playhouse. Admission in free and everyone is
welcome.
SCHOLARSHIP
Need financial assistance for
next year? If so, and you are a
' business ed., distributive ed.,
home economics, TIE or pre-professional secretarial major, you
should apply for the Ernie
Kramer Scholarship. This scholarship consists of $100 for each of
the regular quarters or the
academic year or a total of $300.
All applications must be received

II

&CATALOG

by the Financial A.ids Office by
May 1.

KARATE
The Shodakan Karate Club
meets Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 7 p.m. in the Hebeler gym. All
those interested in keeping fit
and having fun are welcome.
LOANS
Students who plan to apply for
a Federally Insured Bank Loan
during the 73-74 school year are
reminded that effective March l,
students wishing to apply for
such a loan and receive the
interest ·benefits must have a
confidential statement on file.
The statements must be mailed
to Berkeley.Calif. as soon as
possible to be returned to
Central for final processing.
KOL DJ
Burl Baer, KOL DJ, will speak
tomorrow in the SUB Pit:" He is
sponsored by the Bahai Association.
INTERVARSITY
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets every Sunday night

at 8 at 601 Chestnut, in the
GOURMET CLASS
Brown House.
"Gourmet, the Lo-Cal Way," a
new Adult ed. class beginning
WOUNDED KNEE
The Native American Club Monday, will be conducted in the
asks for concerned people to give multi-purpose room at Brooklane
donations to the Oglala Sioux at Village. Emphasis will be on easy
Wounded Knee. Donations of to prepare, low calorie foods, and
food, medical supplies, support body conditioning. The class will
letters are needed. For more run for four weeks and will meet
information contact the Native _each Monday evening at 7:30.
Attendance is free for all those
American Club in SUB 215.
interested in keeping fit with
TUTORING COMMITTEE
low-cal food.
The tutoring committee under
the sponsorship of SWEA has
Changed its office hours to.1-2:30 KENTON CONCERT TICKETS
All those students having
Monday through Thursdays. The
committee office is in Black parents who are planning to
attend the Stan Kenton concert
212D.
.
on Parent's Weekend, please buy
"OUTDOORS UNLIMITED"
those tickets ahead of time.
"Outdoors Unlimited" is the Tickets are being sold in the
theme for the Recreation Club's SUB.
annual banquet on May 12 at 6
RECITAL ·
p.m. at the Thunderbird banquet
Dave Paulson will present his
room. The banquet's activities
senior voice and piano recital in
will be highlighted by a special
Hertz Hall at 8:15 p.m. Thursguest speaker, Mr. Hentges,
day.
from the National Park Service.
Tickets for the affair are $2.75
WORKSHOP
per person and can be obtained
A workshop class on gifted
by calling 963-3472 or 925-9762 children will be held in Black 208
this Friday from 3-6 p.m.
before May 6.

A.S. ad expenditures explained
by Ron Frederiksen
staff writer
The advertisements that Auxiliary Services has been placing
in the Campus Crier are produced by Ron Linville, a senior at
Central. He has also redesigned
housing applications, brochures
for family housing and has
produced ads to be placed in
community college newspapers
in Washington.
_
Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary services, said that "We are
getting an awful lot of good
responses to 'the ads. All feedback has been very good."
Hill said that the main purpose
of the ads is to "make · more
information available as far, as
what we are doing." He added
that "advertising (in Auxiliary
Services) is a relatively new
thing. The University of Washington started a year ago."
According to a recent Associated Press story published in

the Columbian, a Vancouver,
Wash. newspaper, the dorms at
the U. of W. are about 90 per
cent filled. There are 500 more
students presently living in
campus housing than there was
one year ago.
"There was no reason not to be
advertising sooner," Linville
He has recently designed a color
brochure dealing with family
hoursing. "If we get one family tc
come to Central we will have
paid for the costs of printing and
production," he added.
Linville said that some people
have asked him if the ads in the
Crier are accurate. A recent ad in
the Crier implied that food would
be provided for a· picnic, even on
Mt. Stewart. "Wendell (Hill) told
me that if someone took us up on
that offer he would figure a way
to get the food up there," Linville
added.
The Office of College Information routinely handles publicity for most of the college.
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Linville said that there is no
duplication of effort concerning
the ads because the "Auxiliary
Services are autonomous." He
added that they are not sup- _
ported by tax money and that the
job of the Office of College
Information is concerned principally with admissions and other
related areas.
"The college is a business,"
Linville concluded. "They have to
make their products and services
known."

. ECEMAJORS
Application deadline is May 10
for . enrolling in the required
practicum course, ECE 442.1, for
fall quarter. Forms are available
in Hebeler 102. Openings will be .
filled on a first-come-first-served
basis.
WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Women's Liberation will meet
tomorrow night at 7:30 in SUB
104.
ASIAN FILM
"Hsi-Shih" will be shown in the
SUB theater from 8-10 tonight.
STRING QUARTET
The Philadelphia · String
Quartet will perform in Hertz
Hall tonight at 8: 15.
MECHAFILMS
Mecha films will be shown in
the SUB Pit on Thursday afternoon from 1:30 to 3:30.
PLAY '
"How the Other Half Loves"
will be presented in McConnell at
8: 15 p.m.

TUES.-WED.-THURS.

~ lllUMB
TOSTADO
An open faced taco with lean
ground beef, refried pinto
beans grated cheese, crisp lettuce and tomato.

•'11co

FREE
ONE COLORFUL TACO
TIME GLASS WITH
FOOD PURCHASE
and 30c DRINK

'ffM&
•------------------------------------11111---.
IN THE PLAZA

YOU ARE
WHAT .YOU EAT.
RIGHT?
U.S. Coast Guard
Recruiting Office
28 South Second
Yakima
PH248-4819
-

Specialty Foods
111w.6th

925-2505

USED SUIT SALE
Also Slacks and Sportswear
Sponsored by

'Ellensburg Rotary Club
MAY 3, 4, 5

FAMILY
SHOE STORE

At 4th and Pi.ne
the old Coast-To-Coast Store
Thursday I Friday Noon to l
Saturday 9 am to .5-pm

Corner fourth & Pearl
Open Late Friday Evening
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'Cat spikers lodge big

•

Win

by Rod Wilkins
sports editor

Harsh continued to win all the tant points in the three mile run
weight events as he won both the as Ken Turner and Bob Johnson
shot (56-61 1/4) and the discus finished one-two. The tamdem
"Well we finally put it all (170-71 1/4). Harsh also set left the pack early and ran side
together," said one Wildcat spik- another school record in the by side for 11 of the 12 laps
er following Saturday's home
before Turner turned it on
track meet.
during the last lap to beat
He couldn't have been more
Johnson by about 10 yards.
correct as the Wildcat track team
Turner's time was 15:17.9 while
won its, home four-way track
Johnson, finished in 15:24.0.
meet by bettering Whitman,
The 'Cats also got some good
Seattle Pacific College, and the
efforts in the jumping events.
University of Puget Sound. The
Craig Jones leaped 22-11 in the
'Cats collected 106 points while
long jump to take second place
SPC, led by Bill Spaet tallied 76,
while freshman Willie Lampe
UPS had 68, and Whitman
took second in the triple jump
trailed with 20 points.
witp a jump of 46-51/2. The jump
In winning their second track
by Lampe was a real surprise
meet of the year, the other win
since he hadn't been able to
being an almost intrasquad meet
compete in recent meets due to a
against Club Northwest and
foot injury.
Husky Spike Club, the 'Cats got
Other winners for Central
several outstanding performincluded Wayne Tegan's first in
ances to easily win the meet that
the 440 intermediate hurdles in
was supposed to be anyone's
57.4 and the 440 'relay win in 51.0
meet.
Members of the relay were Dave
"This meet looked like a real
Merrill, Clint Patton, John
toss-up," said assistant track
Krueger, and Slavens.
coach Walt "Spike" Arlt. "We
Pole vaulter Rick Weins colknew we had a good chance if our
lected a second in his specialty
guys came through and they
with a leap of 14-0 and Nate
really did.''
Norswick registered a good 15.0
Leading the way for the 'Cats
in a second place finish ir. the
were double winners Steve
120 high hurdles to round out
Slavens and Bill Harsh.
Central's high place finishers.
Steve Slavens
Slavens won the 100 in a wind
The best individual effort
'Cat
double
winner
aided 9.5 to qualify for ~ the
during the meet was by Spaet of
nationals in Arkadelphia, Ark. hammer with a toss of 163-10. SPC as he won the triple jump at
The wind does not figure in when The hammer throw was held for 48-6, the long jump at 23-2, and '
qualifying for the nationals. exhibition since no one else was the pole vault at 15.9. He also
Slavens also won the 220 in a entered.
took second in the high jump
time of 22.1.
Central picked up some impor- with a 6-4 jump. Spaet, who hails
from Yakima, just missed going
to Munich last year in the
Olympics as he. placed fourth in
the Olympic trials in the decathalon.
Central's next meet will be this
Saturday
as they host Western
SPRING TIRE SALE
Washington State College in _a
4 new F78x2 F78x 14 4 ply nylons--$70 dual meet.

CAMPUS 66 SERVICE

plus tax
Tires for all makes of cars in stock.
If you don't like ou_r deal··come in
and make your own.
Also: Lube, oil & filter--$8.66
STOP IN AT CAMPUS 66 THE THE TIRE
STORE W.ITH THE PUMP OUT FRONT

WE REPAIR ·VWs
PALO'S
2nd & Main

Ph.925-2055

by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
The Wildcat baseball team
returns home this weekend with
a three ga~e series against
Oregon Tech and no one could
be happier than coach Gary
Frederick and his contingent of
players.
For the second straight weekend the Wildcats were unable to
come up with the good clutch hit
and dropped two of three games
to Southern 'Oregon College in
Ashland. Last weekend the 'Cats
dropped two to Oregon College
while tying the other and now
have seen themselves drop from
first place down to second place.
three full games behind Oregon
College. ·
In the road trip to Ashland, the
'Cats found themselves dropping
the first two games of the series
but squeaking by to win the third
game. The Wildcats lost 4-2 and
4-3, while winning 3-2.
Fridayfs 4-2 loss saw the 'Cats
take an early lead only to have
the Red Raiders. come back and
take the victory on some timely
hitting, something the 'Cats
haven't done lately.
Down 1-0, SOC scoring in the
first ~ inning on two singles and
two walks, the Wildcats came
back to go ahead 2-1 in the third
inning when Mark Maxfield
tripled and scored when the
throw .t o third base went astray.
Bob Utecht then singled to keep .
the rally. going and Buddy Fish
and Greg Kalian singled to load
the bases. But the 'Cats couldn't
get the big hit and scored only
one in the inning as Utecht
scored on a wi_ld pitch.
SOC tied the score in the
fourth off Central started Don
Ward (6-2) on a single to Rod

VELVET SOFA PILLOWS

925-2130

8th and Pearl

Wildcats drop two

With Tassel Decoration

s2~s

Widgle, a walk to Denny Weber
and Gary Echert's single.
But the Red Raiders had more
to say as they waited until the
seventh inning to wrap up the
game. Bill Stanley got aboard on
a fielders choice and advance on
Brad Midville's single. A sacrifice
moved both runners ahead, and
Jim Travis singled them both in
with two outs.
For the game the 'Cats picked
up s_even hits compared to SOC's
nine. Utecht and Fish were the
only 'Cat~ to get more than one
hit.
In Saturday's doubleheader,
SOC won the first game by once
again overtaking a Wilcat lead.
The Wildcats scored twice in
,the opening inning on a walk to
Fish, and Bill Melton's RBI single
and another RBI single by Jim
Kalian scoring Melton.
But the Red Raiders wasted
no time in getting ahead. In their
bottom of the first Echert
walked, Bill Polske and Dave Orr
singled and Stanley walked for
one run off starter Utecht. Matt
McKenna followed with a walk
for another run and a pair of
sacrifices plated the other two.
Casey Feroglia then took over
for Utecht and held SOC to just
two more hits over the final six
innings.
Central closed the gap to 4-3 in
the second when Maxfield got
aboard on a error, went to second
on a wild pitch and to third on a
ground out and then scored on
Bob Kelley's sacrifice fly. But
from there on the 'Caj;s were
unable to score the tying run,
although they out hit the Red
Raiders six to four.
Central finally ended their
drought by winning the last
game 3-2 on Jeff Solomon's
350-foot blast following walks to
Rick Carinondy and Joliri Basich
and gave the 'Cats a 3-0 lead in
the second inning.
SOC came back to score
individual runs in the second on
two singles and a sacrifice fly and
another in the sixth off st~rter
Tom Poier but couldn't close the
gap enough.
For the game, Fis:1 and
Carmondy led the 'Cats hitters
with two hits apiece.
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Bill Harsh: 'Cat record breaker
by Roger Underwood
contributing writer
You say being a record-setting track and field
star isn't exactly a piece of cake? Well, it is in
the case of Bill Harsh, Central weightman from
Marysville, who has broken school records in the
shot put, discus and hammer throw this season.
You see, each time someone on the Central
track squad breaks a school record, he is
rewarded with a cake by Head Coach Tom
Lionvale's wife.
Consequently, Harsh, a senior anthropology
student, has been eating lots of cake this year.
He has rewritten the Central record book for
weight events this season with the following
accomplishments: 58'2" toss in the shot put on
April 7 against Club Northwest and the Husky
Spike Club; a heave of 176' in the discus on
March 31 at the Spokane Falls Invitational; and
a throw of 163'10" in the hammer.
These marks rank Harsh nationally in all
three events, according · to latest NAIA
statistics. He's tied for second in the shot, ranks
second in the discus, and is third in the hamme::
throw.
Breaking records is not really new to Harsh,
since he set school marks in the shot and discus
last year, a time he described as a rebuilding
year for himself.
Harsh entered Washington State University
in the fall of 1966 on a track scholarship and
lettered during his first two seasons there
·before dropping out.
"I became disillusioned with college, so I
dropped out for three years," he explained.
"When I decided on g~tting back into school, I
figured I'd go to an NAIA school because I'd
have two years of eligibility left."
· With this in mind, Harsh contacted John
Chaplin, his track coach at WSU, and asked for
suggestions on where to compete.
"Chaplin told me that Central was looking for
a weightman. I knew they had a pretty good
facility, so I decided to come here."
Last year, while building himself back into
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Harsh, who hopes to go to graduate school
next year, regards his track competition not as
the hub -0f his life, but only as one of many
aspects.
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shape, Bill managed to throw the discus 168'-10"
and the shot 55'11 ", beth school records.
This year he's shattered both those marks, as
well as Brian Midles' 147' standard for the
hammer throw.
"This year I'm putting it all together, but I
still have some goals I want to reach, such as
placing very high at the nationals," he said.
Harsh keeps fundamentals in mind when
competing.
"The main thing to remember in competition
is it's how, not how far," he said. "If you've got
your techniques down, the distance will come."
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